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(57) Sammendrag:
The invention relates to a roller press having two rollers rotatably supported in a frame. In order to mount or dismount the rollers, at least one head piece of the frame can be removed from its operating position by being displaced outwards in the transverse direction. Such an embodiment is distinguished by inexpensive manufacture of the roller press and a time-saving mounting and dismounting of the rollers.

Fortsættes ...
Roller press with displaceable head pieces

The invention relates to a roller press according to the preamble of claim 1.

The high pressure forces occurring in the roller gap during the operation of such roller presses or material bed roller mills have to be absorbed by the frame of the roller press. The upper flanges of the upper frame portion are for that purpose connected by way of head pieces (pressure beams) to the lower frame portion to form a closed rigid frame.

If, after a specific operating time, the rollers of such roller presses are to be replaced or serviced, the rollers have to be removed from the frame of the roller press. The closed rigid frame of the roller press must for that purpose be opened to such an extent that the rollers with their bearing shoes can be removed through one end of the frame. Normally, this opening of the frame occurs at the end that is adjacent to the fixed roller because the pressure system for generating the roller pressure is located between the head pieces of the other end and the loose roller.

Various proposed solutions are already known for opening the frame at one end in order to mount or dismount the rollers. During that process, the head pieces of that end are removed from their operating position.

In the roller press according to DE 20 2004 001 187 U1, the head pieces can for that purpose be folded downwards about an axis of rotation which extends horizontally and parallel with the roller axis, it being possible to use them in the lower end position as rails for moving the roller units out. In the operating position, the head pieces are connected at
their upper and lower end by bolts to the upper and lower frame portion, respectively. Since those bolts lie entirely within the force flow of the closed frame, they are exposed to severe stresses and have to be designed to be very sturdy. At the same time, however, those bolts are subject to a very narrow tolerance which means that manufacturing costs are high. Another disadvantage of this known embodiment is that the upper frame portion, when no longer supported by the downwardly folded head pieces, has to be held in position by additional auxiliary means.

In the roller press according to WO 2007/033800 A1, the two head pieces are, at the end of the frame that is adjacent to the fixed roller, pivotable upwards and outwards about horizontal pivot axes which extend in a cross-frame of the upper flange perpendicularly to the roller axes. The upper frame portion is held in position by a permanently mounted additional frame, which involves considerable extra cost.

A roller press of the type provided for in the preamble of claim 1 is also known from practice. Here, the head pieces, which can be removed from their operating position, can be pivoted outwards about vertically extending axes, and they continue to support the upper frame portion even in the position in which they are pivoted out. Additional auxiliary means for holding the upper frame portion are therefore unnecessary when the rollers are to be mounted or dismounted.

However, that known embodiment too is still encumbered with the disadvantage described above that the pivot bolts of the head pieces are subjected to severe stresses during operation and therefore have to be manufactured at the same time sturdily and with a narrow tolerance.
The object of the invention is therefore to avoid the shortcomings of the known embodiments and to develop a roller press of the type mentioned in the preamble of claim 1 in such a manner that inexpensive manufacture results and the mounting and dismounting of the rollers can be carried out in a time-saving and simple manner.

That object is achieved according to the invention by the characterising feature of claim 1.

Owing to the fact that the invention dispenses with a rotatable connection between the removable head piece and the upper and lower frame portion, it avoids the disadvantages described above associated with a head piece pivot bolt lying in the full operational force flow. The head piece which is outwardly displaceable according to the invention transversely to the upper flange of the frame can, in the operating position, be connected in a structurally simple manner rigidly to the upper and lower frame portion. In the outwardly displaced position, the head piece continues to support the upper frame portion, so that no additional auxiliary means are necessary for the purpose.

Advantageous configurations of the invention are the subject-matter of the subordinate claims and are explained in connection with the description of an embodiment illustrated in the drawings.

In the drawings

Figure 1 is a perspective diagrammatic view of a roller press according to the invention in the operating state,
Figure 2 shows the roller press according to Figure 1 during the removal of the rollers from the frame.

The roller press according to Figure 1 contains two rollers, 1, 2 which are rotatably supported in a frame. The frame basically comprises a lower frame portion 3, an upper frame portion 4 and two pairs of head pieces 5, 6 and 7, 8, respectively, which, at the two ends of the frame, connect the lower frame portion 3 to the upper frame portion 4.

The lower frame portion 3 comprises two lower flanges 9, 10 and a transverse flange 11 connecting those lower flanges at the one end of the frame. The upper frame portion 4 comprises two upper flanges 12, 13 and a cross-beam 14 connecting those upper flanges at the one end of the frame.

The rollers 1, 2 are supported with their two shaft ends in bearing shoes 15, 16 and 17, 18, respectively, which are each arranged between a respective lower flange 9, 10 of the lower frame portion 3 and a respective upper flange 12, 13 of the upper frame portion 4.

In the operating position of the roller press (Figure 1), the bearing shoes 15, 16 of the roller 2 (fixed roller) are supported at the head pieces 5, 6 of the frame. The roller 1 (loose roller) is forced in the direction towards the roller 2 by a pressure system formed by four pressure cylinders 19, and this generates the high grinding pressure necessary for material bed comminution in the roller gap between the two rollers 1, 2. The head pieces 5 to 8 form pressure beams which introduce the grinding forces into the lower flanges 9, 10 and upper flanges 12, 13 of the frame.
In order to replace the rollers 1, 2 or to remove them periodically from the frame for servicing, the head pieces 5, 6 at the end of the frame that is adjacent to the fixed roller (roller 2) can be displaced from their operating position (Figure 1) outwards into an opening position (Figure 2).

For that purpose, the lower frame portion 3 and the upper frame portion 4 have projecting slide rails 20, 21 and 22, 23, respectively, at the end of the frame that contains the displaceable head pieces 5, 6.

The slide rails 20, 21 connected to the lower flanges 9, 10 of the lower frame portion 3 contain a guide 24 in the form of a groove for the displaceable head pieces 5, 6.

The slide rails 22, 23 connected to the upper flanges 12, 13 of the upper frame portion 4 are additionally carried at their projecting ends by the cross-beam 14 which connects the upper flanges 12, 13 to each other.

Each of the slide rails 22, 23 is provided on its underside with an inclined slide face which slopes away in an outward direction. During the displacement of the head pieces 5, 6, the slide rails 22, 23 rest with that sloping slide face on the upper side of those head pieces which is accordingly constructed to be wedge-shaped like the inclined slide face of the slide rails 22, 23.

If the head pieces 5, 6 are displaced from their operating position (Figure 1) outwards into their opening position (Figure 2), the wedge-shaped upper side of the head pieces slides along the inclined slide face of the slide rails 22, 23 and thereby lifts the slide rails 22, 23, the cross-beam 14 and the upper flanges 12, 13 slightly (by a few mm). As
a result, the friction between the upper flanges 12, 13 and the bearing shoes 15 to 18 is suspended, so that the rollers 1, 2 with their bearing shoes can be easily displaced in the frame and removed from the frame. In the opened state, the frame therefore forms a displacement frame for the roller units.

The inclined slide faces of the slide rails 22, 23 and the correspondingly wedge-shaped upper side of the head pieces 5, 6 are advantageously constructed to be replaceable, so that the height measurement by which the upper flanges 12, 13 are raised during the displacement of the head pieces 5, 6 (or lowered again during the return of the head pieces into the operating position) can be adjusted as required.

In the operating position (Figure 1), the displaceable head pieces 5, 6 are connected to the lower flanges 9, 10 of the lower frame portion 3 and to the upper flanges 12, 13 of the upper frame portion 4 by locking blocks 25 which produce a closed frame and which introduce the lifting (that is to say, upwardly directed) forces exerted by the rollers 1, 2 on the upper flanges 12, 13 into the lower frame portion 3 via the head pieces. At the same time, the locking blocks 25 position the head pieces 5, 6 centrally in front of the bearing shoes 15, 16.

Provided between the displaceable head pieces 5, 6 and the lower flanges 9, 10 are also locating blocks 26 which, during the displacement of the head pieces from the operating position into the opening position (Figure 2), cooperate as guide members with the guide 24 constructed in the form of a groove.
All of the force-transmitting faces, especially of the locking blocks 25 and locating blocks 26, are advantageously coated in a corrosion-inhibiting manner.

An electrical drive or a travelling hydraulic system can be used to displace the head pieces 5, 6.

Also indicated in Figure 2 are the two grinding material guide plates 27 which, in the operating position (Figure 1), delimit the roller gap at both ends and which, in the opening position (Figure 2), are pulled upwards to such an extent that they do not obstruct a displacement of the two rollers 1, 2 to the left (that is to say, towards the opened end of the frame).

Whereas, in the embodiment shown, the removal of the roller units from the displacement frame takes place from the side where the fixed roller is located (which is generally the easier solution), it is also possible in the context of the invention to carry out the removal of the roller units from the side where the loose roller is located.

It will generally be advantageous, at one end of the frame, to configure both head pieces to be displaceable in the transverse direction. However, it is in principle also possible according to the invention to construct only one of the two head pieces to be displaceable, the displacement taking place to such an extent that the complete roller units can be removed through the free space created at the end.
Patentkrav

1. Valsepresse med to valser (1, 2), som er drejeligt understøttet i et stativ, som har en nedre stativdel (3) og en øvre stativdel (4), der er tildannet ved hjælp af to øvre flanger (12, 13), og, ved stativets to ender, hovedstykker (5 til 8) til at forbinde den øvre stativdel med den nedre stativdel, idet en valse (2) understøttes på en ikke-forskydelig måde som en fast valse, og den anden valse (1) er forskydelig som en løs valse i retning imod den faste valse ved hjælp af et tryksystem, og trykkrafterne, der forekommer under valsepressens brug, absorberes ved hjælp af den øvre og nedre stativdel via hovedstykkerne, og idet i det mindste et hovedstykke (5, 6) er indrettet til at kunne fjernes fra dets brugsposition, medens det fortsætter med at bære den øvre stativdels (4) øvre flange (12, 13), med henblik på at montere eller afmontere valserne, kendtegnet ved, at hovedstykket (5, 6), som kan fjernes, er forskydeligt udadtil på tværs af den øvre stativdels (4) øvre flange (12, 13).

2. Valsepresse ifølge krav 1, kendtegnet ved, at ved den ende af stativet, som befinder sig i nærheden af den faste valse (2), er de to hovedstykker (5, 6) hver forskydelige i retning udadtil på tværs af den øvre stativdels (4) øvre flange (12, 13).

3. Valsepresse ifølge krav 2, kendtegnet ved, at med henblik på at reducere den friktion, som forekommer imellem valsernes lejesko (15 til 18) og stativet under valsernes (1, 2) forskydnings og henblik på montering eller afmontering, kan den øvre flange (12, 13) løftes ved en forskydnings af hovedstykkerne (5, 6) udad.

4. Valsepresse ifølge krav 2, kendtegnet ved, at den nedre og øvre stativdel (3, 4) ved den ende af stativet, som indeholder de forskydelige hovedstykker (5, 6), har udragende glideskinne (20 til 23) til de forskydelige hovedstykker.

5. Valsepresse ifølge krav 3 og 4, kendtegnet ved, at glideskinne (20, 21), som er forbundet med den nedre stativdel (3), har en førings for de forskydelige hovedstykker (5, 6), og de øvre glideskinne (22, 23), som er forbundet med den
øvre stativdels (4) øvre flanger (12, 13), har en skrå glideflade til løftning af de øvre flanger.

6. Valsepresse ifølge krav 5, **kendetegnet ved**, at de øvre glideskinner (22, 23) hviler med deres skrå glideflade på de forskydelige hovedstykker (5, 6), som er tilsvarende kileformede på deres øver sider.

7. Valsepresse ifølge krav 5 og 6, **kendetegnet ved**, at glideskinnernes (22, 23) skrå glideflader og hovedstykkernes (5, 6) tilsvarende kileformede øvre side er konstrueret til at være udskiftelige.

8. Valsepresse ifølge krav 5, **kendetegnet ved**, at de to øvre flanger (12, 13) er forbundet ved den ende af stativet, som indeholder de forskydelige hovedstykker (5, 6), ved hjælp af en tværbjælke (14), som bærer de øvre glideskinner (22, 23).

9. Valsepresse ifølge krav 5, **kendetegnet ved**, at de forskydelige hovedstykker (5, 6) er forbundet i deres funktionsposition med den nedre stativdels (3) ved hjælp af placeringsblokke (26), som samvirker som føringsdele med de nedre glideskinner (20, 21) under forskydeningen af hovedstykkerne ud af brugspositionen.

10. Valsepresse ifølge krav 2, **kendetegnet ved**, at de forskydelige hovedstykker (5, 6) er forbundet i brugspositionen med den nedre og øvre stativdels (3, 4) ved hjælp af udløselige låseblokke (25).